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What do Russian Singles Look for in a Dating
Profile
With regards to international dating online and meeting Russian singles, guys should make an effort to catch and
keep the attention of a Russian woman. Below is a guide to things you can do to create a better online dating
profile and ensure you get more attention from the lovely ladies.
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1. Smile on your photos
Women have a tendency to be attracted to those men who seem to be confident, happy and positive. Perhaps
you are asking yourself what is the way you can show your finest side without saying anything? It’s really simple!
All you need is a good profile photo. Make sure you add photos of yourself that show you laughing and relaxing
with your mates. Numerous guys on international dating websites hope to impress Russian singles with artistic or
“interesting” photos, and even though this may work for some ladies, most of them prefer laughter and smiles.
Photos like these usually have the best outcome anyway. Given that your profile photo is the first thing a lady
sees on the dating site, it is very important to make it worthwhile.
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2. Stay positive in your profile descriptions
If you’re positive profile pic has charmed a lady, she will then proceed to look at your complete profile. This really
is your only chance to make her curious about you and make her want to know much more about you. That’s
why it is really important to sound optimistic. Even if you have doubts about finding a suitable lady online, don’t
write about it in your profile. You shouldn’t discuss your previous negative experiences either. Also, refrain from
complaining about the scams and frauds of other online dating sites. It’s okay to have your doubts, but your
profile is not the best place to discuss them.
3. Talk about simple things
In case your wonderful profile photo and a great and interesting profile have done their job, a single Russian lady will then contact you and ask to chat with you. Again,
remember to sound cheerful and optimistic. This is especially important in the beginning of your online relationship. Even though you may have an issue with that, don’t
complain about the expenses of dating Russian singles online. Accusing your partner of being a fraudster is not a good idea either. You should keep the first few
conversations light and positive so don’t talk about dramatic and sensitive subjects like death, money, politics or religion. There will be plenty of time to discuss these
matters later on if everything goes well.
Generally speaking, the top strategy for attracting the attention of a Russian lady and keeping her interested is staying positive and optimistic. Even though life is
usually complicated, a happy and light attitude can go a long way in winning any woman’s heart.
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